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Abstract. Safety in train operations is a very important aspect of the operation
of railways. Along with the increasing demand for goods and services, train trips
are increasing. This condition causes increased activity at the station, which has a
function: to get up and down passengers or load and unload goods. Arjowinangun
Station, originally planned only to be used to get on and off passengers, has now
increased its function for loading and unloading goods and as a departure and stop
station for the transportation of cement goods. This causes the level of conflict
in rail operations to be very high. Calculating the level of conflict routes that
occur both for operating trains and existing sling trains is obtained by 17% and
for switcher trains by 6.5%. By engineering the operation pattern 1, the conflict
route rate for the operating train is 24.4%, and for the shunt, the train is 1.9%.
Furthermore, if it is carried out by engineering operation pattern II and adding to
the locomotive storage line in lane four, then the conflict route rate is 15%, and
the shunt train is 1.5%. By engineering operation pattern 2, the minimum level of
conflict routes is obtained for operating trains of 15% and switcher monkeys of
1.5%. If it is assumed that 136 trains pass a day, 23 trains are affected by conflicted
routes at Arjawinangun Station.
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1 Introduction

The implementation of train operations is required to provide services safely, comfort-
ably, quickly, smoothly, and on time. Arjawinangun Station, at the beginning of its
construction, only functioned as a passenger boarding station. Still, in its development
during the construction of a double track on the northern route, it built a V line here to
provide ballast. After completion of construction, then line V will function as a loading
line by PT KAI for the transportation of cement goods. So that currently, the services
provided are 35 (thirty-five) for both passenger and freight transportation. With details
of 6 (six) passenger trains, 26 (twenty-six) freight trains, and 3 (three) cement freight
trains departing and ending at Arjawinangun station, so the total frequency of trains
operating is 136 trains in one day. The function of this Arjawinangun station, in addition
to functioning as up and down passengers, loading, and unloading of goods, are also
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Fig. 1. Arjawinangun Station Emplacement

Table 1. Functions of each Arjawinangun Station Line

Lines Information

I Turning lines for Train stop from Jakarta to Surabaya

II Straight line train to Surabaya

III Straight line train to Jakarta

IV Turning lines for Train stop from Surabaya to Jakarta

V Line To Load Cement

6 Depo Line

7 Depo Line

8 Parking Lot/Storing Carriage

9 Parking Lot/Storing Carriage

Intersection Ktm The line for Storing Means

Intersection Bdw Parking Lot/Storing Carriages and Lanes For Depo and Lanes 8/9

Slide IV Slide Track

(Source: PDPS Stasiun Arjawinangun)

activities for shifting and changing drivers. For goods transportation activities other than
loading and unloading activities because there are departing and arriving activities, there
are also empty carriage stabling activities and loading activities. This is the cause of the
dipo in it. The emplacement of Arjawinangun station can be seen in Fig. 1.

Line 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are additional lines that must provide due to increased freight
transport services at Arjawinangun station. The development of the services provided
can explain the function of the existing lines in Table 1.

With the existence of freight trains that depart and end at Arjawinangun station, a
significant increase in the past process will inevitably occur. This is because, at this
station, there is no locomotive loop facility available. This shunt activity has a very
significant effect on the train operation plan.As regulated in ServiceRegulation 19 article
117 paragraph 2, it is stated that slashing activities carried out through a route connected
to the path to be passed by a passing train must be stopped to avoid intersecting. Taking
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into account the layout of the existing emplacement, all swiping activities at the station
to shunt official locomotives for cement freight trains and inserting carriages into the
loading lines must stop if there are operating trains crossing from each direction because
the swipingmovement of this freight transport will cross themain line that will be passed
by the operating train. Due to these provisions and some delays in the switcher train,
this study aims to minimize the conflicting route between the freight transport switcher
train and switcher train at Arjawinangun station by engineering the operating train traffic
and impacting the switcher train. It was coupled with the incident that occurred on May
13, 2022, where there was a delay in going to the official Locomotive for up to 38
min because they had to wait until the lane was safe. The route is considered safe if,
within twenty minutes from the start of the switcher, there are no trains that will pass
(Arjawinangun Station, PT KAI, Terminal Waiting Time table).

2 Methodology

The data needed in this study are primary data obtained by observation in the form of
swivel movement time data. And secondary data obtained from institutional surveys
from PT KAI, as well as Arjawinangun stations, namely the emplacement design data,
supporting data for Train operation and management (GAPEKA) facilities in 2021,
data on the formation of operational train routes, data on the formation of shunt routes,
tracklist data, time data for trains passing by and passing times based onTerminalWaiting
Time (WTT). The arrangement of train traffic at the Arjawinangun station is carried out
based on the emplacement design as a reference for route analysis which is formed
based on the available lines and money orders. Route analysis consists of formed routes
based on lines and money orders, used routes based on routes traversed by train trips that
pass directly or trains that stop to pick up and drop passengers, and conflicting routes
consisting of self-correlation, convergent, divergent, and crossing. This route analyst will
do a simple simulation using the Conflict Level Matrix Table. Furthermore, entering the
number of trains in each route passed by the train will obtain the level of route loading
against the frequency of train trips. Determine the level of efficiency. It is obtained by
comparing the value of the conflicting route level and the level of route loading on the
train journey.

According to Pachl Joern, 2002, it is stated that to calculate the level of conflicted
routes if there are differences in the number of train frequencies that pass on each route
formed, use the following formula ηw = �

(
Cij

)
.fij.

For explanation, ηw= conflict route loading, Cij= route state (conflict 1, otherwise
conflict 0), and Fij= relative frequency of route combination i. Meanwhile, to calculate
the relative frequency of the combination of routes i and j, the formula is as follows:

fij = ni.nj/n
2

For explanation, ni = number of trains on route j, NJ = the number of trains on route
I, and n = total number of trains. While the routes that it can form with the current
emplacement layout design can be seen in Table 2, where each route has a different
number of frequencies of use:
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Table 2. Number of Train Frequency on Formed Routes

Route Frequency of Use

A 3

B 63

C 51

D 13

E 3

F 3

Total 136

(Source: Awn Station Line List)

3 Switcher Process

The freight train for cement transportation with the Arjawinangun – Purwokerto con-
nection consists of 3 (three) frequencies with the numbers KA 2734, 2736, and 2718
or 8008. Starting from KA 2735 (without passengers), which arrives at the Arjawinan-
gun station, is entered on line I and removes the official Locomotive. Furthermore, the
existing shunt/standby on line V moves to line I to carry out swiping activities on empty
carriages stored on line 8. For the loading process, the empty carriages on line 8 will be
shunted to line V and carry out the loading process on line V. Then, the service locomo-
tive enters line I and proceeds to slither from line II to line V, and prepares for departure
for the already filled circuit to the destination station. Another route that causes conflict
besides the operational train is the route used for swarming. For the slash route, it can
be seen in Table 3, the table of the list of slash movements carried out:

The method used is capacity research/study, which serves to calculate the number of
trains that can be served in an emplacement system. From the existing operating pattern,
2 (two) scenarios of changing the operating pattern were carried out, including:

1. Operational Pattern 1 is a plan to change line I which is used for the stabling of
cement train wagons, to line IV to make it easier for the loading process (no need to
cross the highway). And the route that will be used for the follow-up of the train to
Jakarta has been moved to line I.

2. Operational Pattern 2 is a plan to change line I, which is used for stabling empty
carriages of cement transport trains, directly to line V (loading line), and add a line
extension on line IV, which is used for stabling official locomotives, at least 35.2
meters long.

3.1 Path List of Operation Pattern

Calculation of the level of conflict routes that cross the existing emplacement design can
be seen in Table 4.

From Table 4, it is obtained that the percentage value of the Conflict Level for
Operational Trains with the existing emplacement design is 17%, where if the trains that
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Table 3. List of Switcher Movements

Train Number SF Route Switcher Switcher Time Locomotive Name

2734 16 Route 1A, 1B 20.05–20.25 Switcher Locomotive

Route 3B, 3C Service Locomotive from
2735

2736 16 Route 1A, 1B 04.11–04.31 Switcher Locomotive

Route 3B, 3C Service Locomotive from
2735

2718 20 Route 1A, 1B 15.35–15.55 Switcher Locomotive

Route 3B, 3D Service Locomotive from
Cn

8008 20 Route 1A, 1B 15.35–15.55 Switcher Locomotive

Route 3B, 3D Locomotive Cn

2733 16 Route 3A, 3B 02.46–03.06 Service Locomotive

Route 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D Switcher Locomotive

2735 16 Route 3A, 3B 14.21–14.41 Service Locomotive

Route 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D Switcher Locomotive

2718
Odd Date

20 Route 3A, 3B 22.45–23.05 Service Locomotive to Cn

Route 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D Switcher Locomotive

8007
Even Date

20 Route 3A, 3B 16.00–16.20 Service Locomotive to Cn

Route 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D Switcher Locomotive

(Source: Arjawinangun Station WTT Table)

Table 4. Operation Train Conflict Level Matrix

Rute A B C D E F SUM

KA 3 63 51 13 3 3 136

A 3 0,0102 0,0005 0,0005 0,0112

B 63 0,0102 0,0102 0,0107 0,0311

C 51 0,0358 0,0083 0,0083 0,0524

D 13 0,0358 0,0358

E 3 0,0005 0,0102 0,0083 0,0005 0,0195

F 3 0,0005 0,0107 0,0083 0,0005 0,0200

136 0,0112 0,0311 0,0524 0,0358 0,0195 0,0200 0,1700
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Table 5. Shunt Conflict Route Table

Name of Locomotive Pattern Frequency Conflict

1A 3 0.012

1B 3 0.010

Route Switcher Locomotive 3A 3 0.010

3B 3 0.001

3C 2 0.007

3D 1 0.001

Route Switcher Freight Locomotive Route Free Konflik

Switcher for Parking Locomotive 2A 3 0.022

2B 3 0.010

2C 3 0

Route Switcher Freight Locomotive Route Free Konflik

2D 3 0

0.065

(Source: Processing Results)

pass at the station are 136 frequencies, then 23 trains are found in conflict. Meanwhile,
the conflict level matrix for the Switcher Locomotive can be seen in Table 5.

It can be seen from the Table 5 that the conflicted route on the shunt train is 6.5%. If
it is assumed that the operating trains are 136 trains, then the number of trains that have
an impact is 10 trains. And the accumulation of conflicting routes on the existing design
is 23.5%, with the number of affected trains being 32 trains.

3.2 Traffic Changes with Scenario of the Pattern I Operation

The operating pattern of the scenario can be defined by planning to change line I, which
is used for stabilizing the cement train wagons, to line IV, with consideration to make it
easier for the loading process (no need to cross the highway). And the route that it will
use for the follow-up of the train to Jakarta has been moved to the line I (Fig. 2).

Operational railway conflict level matrix table.
Based on Table 6, the processing results, the percentage value is 24.5%, or if it is

assumed that as many as 136 trains pass, there will be 33 trains affected by conflict-
ing routes. As for the conflict level matrix for Switcher Locomotive, it can be seen in
Table 7.

Based on the processing results, the percentage value is 1.9% or assuming that 136
trains pass, there will be 3 trains affected by conflicting routes. In operation pattern
scenario I, the percentage value of the conflicting route is 24.4% for operating trains and
1.9% for passing trains, resulting in an accumulation of conflicted routes of 26.4%. If
it is assumed that 136 trains pass in one day, then the conflicted route will occur in 36
trains.
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Fig. 2. Route Pattern 1 Operation (Source: Data Processing)

Table 6. Matrix Operational Conflict Route of Pattern 1

Rute A B C D E F A SUM

KA 3 63 51 3 3 13 136

A 3 0,010 0,00049 0,00211 0,0128

B 63 0,010 0,0102 0,0443 0,0647

C 51 0,0083 0,0083 0,0358 0,0524

D 3 0,0083 0,0005 0,0088

E 3 0,0005 0,0102 0,0083 0,0005 0,0021 0,0216

F A 13 0,002109 0,0443 0,0358 0,0021 0,0843

136 0,0128 0,0647 0,0524 0,0088 0,0216 0,0843 0,2446

(Source: Processing Results)

Table 7. Matrix of Levels of Conflict Switcher Locomotive of Pattern 1

Route Switcher Freight Locomotive Pattern Frequency

1C 3 0.0005

1D 3 0.011

1E 3 0.001

Route Switcher Locomotive 3E 2 0.006

3F 2 0.002

3D 1 0.000

Switcher for Parking Locomotive N/A

0.019

(Source: Processing Results)
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Fig. 3. Route Pattern 2 Operation (Source: Processing Results)

Table 8. Conflicting Route Operation of Pattern 2

Rute A B C D E E l SUM

KA 3 63 51 13 3 3 136

A 3 0,0102 0,0005 0,0107

B 63 0,0102 0,0102 0,0204

C 51 0,0358 0,0083 0,0083 0,0524

D 13 0,0358 0,0021 0,0021 0,0401

E 3 0,0005 0,0102 0,0083 0,0021 0,0005 0,0216

E A 3 0,0083 0,0021 0,0005 0,0109

136 0,0107 0,0204 0,0524 0,0401 0,0216 0,0109 0,1560

(Source: Processing Results)

3.3 Traffic Changes with Scenario of the Pattern II Operation

The scenario plan for Operation Pattern II is to change line I, which is used for empty
stabling carriages of cement transport trains, directly to line V (load line) and add an
extension to line IV, which is used for stabling official locomotives, at least 35.2 m long
(Fig. 3).

3.4 Operational Railway Conflict Level Matrix Table

From Table 8, the percentage value of the Operational Train level is 15.6%, or it can be
interpreted that if it is assumed that 136 trains pass, then there will be 21 trains affected
by the conflicting route.

As for the conflict level matrix for switcher Locomotive, it can be seen in Table 9.
Based on the processing results, the percentage value of the conflicted route level

on the stranded train is 1.5%, or if it is assumed that 136 trains pass, then there will
be two trains affected by the conflicting route. In the operating pattern II scenario, the
conflicting route’s percentage value is 15.6% for operating trains and 1.5% for shunt
trains, resulting in an accumulation of conflicted routes of 17.1%. Assuming as many as
136 trains pass in one day, the conflicted route will occur in 23 trains.
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Table 9. Route Conflicting Alignment of Pattern 2

Route Switcher Freight Locomotive Pattern Frequency Conflict

3G 3 0.003

3H 3 0.003

Route Switcher Service Locomotive 3I 3 0.002

3D 1 0.006

Total 0.015

(Source: Processing Results)

Table 10. Comparison of the Conflicting Routes Percentage

Operation Pattern Conflict Route

Train Operation Shunt

Existing Operation Pattern
• Arrival line of carriages on line I
• Carriage parking lane on line 8
• Carriage loading lines on the V line

17% 6,5%

Operation Pattern 1
• The carriage parking line has changed from line I to line IV
• The track for follow-up changed from the original path IV to
track I

24,4% 1,9%

Operation Pattern II
• The carriage parking line changed from line I to line V
• Added a save line to line IV

15,6% 1,5%

4 Conclusion

From the results of the above calculations, each application of operations, both from
existing conditions and scenarios of changes in operating patterns I and II, produces a
different percentage value of conflicting routes. The smaller the value of the conflict
level, the smaller the conflicting operation train. Changes in the percentage value of the
conflicted route level from the three operating patterns can be seen in Table 10.

It can be concluded by comparing the three engineering operations that provide a
minimum value for the level of conflicted routes by applying the scenario of the pattern
of operation II with the level of conflict on the operating train being 15.6% and the
conflict rate on the switcher train being 1.5%. If 136 trains are operating and crossing
the Arjawinangun station in a day, then there are 23 trains affected by the conflicting
route. This is because inserting empty wagons directly into the loading line can reduce
the need for shunts and reduce shunt activities that intersect on the highway. For the
construction of a station in which there are services for passenger transportation and
goods transportation, including the location of loading/unloading goods, it is better if
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the supporting facilities are built on the same side as the line used for loading to reduce
the potential for sliding for loading/unloading activities. The shunt movement that does
not go through the route used for passing railway services reduces the percentage of
conflicting route values between shunt activities and passing train services. In addition,
the track used for shunts is designed not to directly intersect with the track used by
operating trains to reduce the potential for shunt delays or is referred to as an isolation
track.

Suggestion
For the construction of a station that is focused on the location of loading/unloading
goods, it is better if the supporting facilities are built on the same side as the path used
for loading to reduce the potential for sliding for loading/unloading goods. The shunt
movement that does not go through the route used for passing railway services reduces
the percentage of conflicting route values between shunt activities and passing train
services. In addition, the path used for shunts is designed not to directly intersect with
the path used by the operating train that passes to reduce the potential for shunt delays
or is referred to as an isolation path.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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